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When evil threatens, who will find the faith to fight it?

In an island kingdom where the Old Ways hold fast and a man's worth lies 
entirely in his skill with the sword, Conor Mac Nir is a musician and a 
follower of a forbidden faith—problematic for any man, but disastrous for the 
son of the king.

When Conor is sent away to a neighboring kingdom to secure a treaty, he 
learns that his ability with the harp is a talent that traces back to the magical 
foundations of a once-united Seare. But his newfound home is soon placed in 
peril, entangling Conor in a plot that has been unfolding since long before his 
birth.

Only by leaving both kingdoms behind and committing himself to an ancient 
warrior brotherhood can Conor discover the part he's meant to play in Seare's 
future. But is he willing to sacrifice everything—including the woman he 
loves—to follow the path his God has laid before him? 

About the Author 
Carla Laureano is the two-time RITA® Award-winning author of 
contemporary inspirational romance and Celtic fantasy. A graduate of 
Pepperdine University, she worked as a sales and marketing executive for 
nearly a decade before leaving corporate life behind to write fiction full-time. 
She currently lives in Denver with her husband and two sons, where she writes 
during the day and cooks things at night.

Marketing Highlights
• Author is known for her inspirational romance but launched

career with epic fantasy novels.
• Book touches on themes of self-esteem and identity.
• Author has won two RITA Awards for Romance with Religious

Elements (2014, 2019).
• Comp titles: The Paradise War by Stephen R. Lawhead; A Cast

of Stones by Patrick W. Carr; By Darkness Hid by Jill
Williamson.



Oath of the Brotherhood Praise: 

Oath of the Brotherhood is a beautifully crafted allegory about finding one’s gifts and purpose. Carla 
Laureano has contributed a simply enchanting page-turner to the fantasy genre. I was delighted to 
discover it and disappointed it ended so soon. The Song of Seare is a promising new fantasy series with a 
vast storyworld that hints at more wonder to come. I loved this book!
—Jill Williamson, Christy Award-winning author of By Darkness Hid and Captives 

Carla Laureano’s Oath of the Brotherhood is a wonderfully entertaining tale of magic and heroism, 
betrayal and triumph. With its Gaelic flavor and engaging characters, it will have you turning pages 
long after the real world tries to call you away. I particularly enjoyed the author’s deft handling of the 
main character’s romance. Nicely done! 
—Patrick W. Carr, author of The Staff and the Sword

Carla Laureano dips her quill in the fantasy genre with the deft skill of a master! Oath of the 
Brotherhood captivates and defies the norm, wrenching readers from the boredom of overdone plots. 
You’ll laugh, you’ll cheer, you’ll wish you could ward against the real world so you can read that next 
paragraph! With rich characters, killer plot twists, and an incredible storyworld, Oath of the Brotherhood 
will live in the hearts of its readers long after the last page is turned! 
—Ronie Kendig, best-selling, award-winning author

Rich with Celtic lore, battle, and competing magics, Oath of the Brotherhood is a heroic coming-of-age 
fantasy experience and an inspiring series opener.
—Serena Chase, author of the Eyes of E’veria YA fantasy series

Carla Laureano has crafted a richly detailed dark-ages epic that will captivate fantasy lovers.
—R.J. Larson, author of Books of the Infinite

The Laureano world seems genuine and the lead couple a brave wonderful duo… readers will appreciate 
Conor as a scholar warrior defending his faith and people, and Aine leading her nation in an insurgency 
against the evil who took over the kingdom.
—Midwest Book Review

Laureano pulls readers into this story and does not let them go. From the first page to the last readers are 
gripped by the multifaceted story
—RT Book Reviews



Torch (The Flight and Flame Trilogy, Book 3)
R. J. Anderson
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How do you fight fire without fire?

When a freak storm uncovers the entrance to a mysterious underground 
chamber, Ivy and Martin expect to find treasure. But what they discover is 
even more valuable: a barrow full of sleeping spriggans, magically 
preserved for centuries. With the vengeful piskey queen Betony determined 
to capture Ivy and her followers, the secret hideaway could be key to both 
their peoples’ survival.

But the piskeys and spriggans are ancient enemies, and when Ivy tries to 
make peace her own followers threaten to turn against her. Plagued by 
treachery, betrayal and desertion on every side, Ivy must find a way to unite 
the magical folk of Cornwall—or doom herself, Martin and everyone she 
loves to death at Betony's hand.

Yet without the legendary fire-wielding power that marks a true piskey 
queen, can Ivy convince her people to believe?

About the Author 
Born in Uganda to missionary parents, R.J. Anderson is a women’s Bible 
teacher, a wife and mother of three, and a bestselling fantasy author for 
older children and teens. Her debut novel Knife has sold more than 120,000 
copies worldwide, while her other books have been shortlisted for the 
Nebula Award, the Christy Award, and the Sunburst Award for Excellence 
in Canadian Science Fiction. Rebecca lives with her family in Stratford, 
Ontario, Canada.

Marketing Highlights
•

•

Highly-anticipated conclusion of YA fantasy trilogy set in
contemporary Cornwall, England, praised for its vibrant
language.
Canadian author has large international fanbase, with first two
books originally released in UK several years ago. This is the
first time the third book will be available anywhere.

• Comp titles: Watership Down by Richard Adams (community
under threat, quest for new home); The Goblin Emperor by
Katherine Addison (unselfish protagonist thrust into leadership)

• Ideal for teenage girls who enjoy exciting fantasy with thought-
provoking themes and a hint of romance.

• Uses context of fantasy genre to address themes of prejudice,
false leadership, abuse of power and selfish ambition.

• Celebrates self-sacrifice, and servant leadership to act in the
interest of others.



Praise for Swift (The Flight and Flame Trilogy, Book 1): 

This is a slow-burning novel, with deliberate and detailed world building. A good purchase for larger collections.
—Booklist

A fast-paced story that will be enjoyed by those who love a little magic and a little faery, perfect for fans of Holly 
Black and Cornelia Funke.
—School Library Journal

With magic stemming from its vibrant language and enchanted creatures, Swift is a spellbinding and delightful 
fantasy.
—Foreword Reviews

A soaring tale about the courage needed to question, to trust — and to fly.
—Rosamund Hodge, New York Times best-selling author of Cruel Beauty

In a writing style reminiscent of Brian Jacques, Anderson brings to life a world full of piskeys, faeries, and 
spriggans. Swift is a coming-of-age tale that will delight readers of all ages. 
—Morgan L. Busse, award-winning author of The Ravenwood Saga

An inventive addition to faery lore with a classic fantasy feel. 
—Joanna Ruth Meyer, author of Beyond the Shadowed Earth

Praise for Nomad (The Flight and Flame Trilogy, Book 2):

The magic continues... Nomad is a riveting fantasy novel in which a plucky pixie experiences trials and triumphs 
that are sure to delight her audience.
—Foreword Reviews

Gripping and full of surprises. Teen fantasy fans will devour this magical adventure.
—Jill Williamson, award-winning author of the Blood of Kings trilogy

Powerful fantasy with excellent world building and compelling characters.
—Peters Gazette

***********************************

R.J. Anderson Awards

• Concorde Book Award (UK) - Knife - 2011
• Canadian Library Association Honour Book - Knife - 2011
• Sunburst Award Shortlist - Ultraviolet - 2012
• Andre Norton Award Nominee - Ultraviolet - 2012
• Silver Birch Award Nominee - A Pocket Full of Murder - 2015
• Canadian Library Association Top Ten Pick - A Pocket Full of Murder - 2015
• Canadian Library Association Top Ten Pick - A Little Taste of Poison - 2016
• Christy Award Finalist - Rebel - 2016



Operation Grendel
Daniel Schwabauer
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It’s the war story he’s dreamed of. 
But the battle may cost him his mind.

Military journalist Raymin Dahl thinks he’s finally getting the story of a 
lifetime. Secret peace talks on a remote tropical moon are about to surrender 
five colonized worlds—and six hundred million civilians—to a ruthless 
enemy.

But when his commanding officer, Captain Ansell Sterling, is fatally 
wounded before the negotiations can begin, Dahl can no longer just report 
on the mission. He’s ordered to complete it. With help from the AI 
embedded in Sterling’s comms bracelet, Dahl must impersonate his 
commander—a Marine Corps hero and psychological operations expert.

However, Sterling’s AI may be luring him to surrender more than he 
realizes. And the mission Corporal Dahl thinks he’s running isn't the only 
operation underway.

About the Author 
Daniel Schwabauer, M.A., is a lifelong reader of speculative fiction. He 
studied the genre under science fiction great James Gunn before graduating 
with honors from Kansas University’s Masters program in Creative Writing. 
Winner of the Eric Hoffer and Ben Franklin awards for his middle grade 
fantasy series, The Legends of Tira-Nor, Daniel enjoys riding his 
motorcycle on country roads and pondering other worlds. He lives in 
Kansas City with his wife and dog.

Marketing Highlights

• Standalone military sci-fi novel is author's general trade debut
after achieving award-winning success with middle grade fantasy
series.

• Author is a successful speaker and creative writing and high
school journalism instructor, popular with homeschool
conferences, writers groups, and libraries.

• Comp titles: Embedded by Dan Abnett (journalist narrator);
Ender's Game by Orson Scott Card (military strategy psychology
emphasis); Shards of Honor by Lois McMaster Bujold (unfolding
layers of deception)

• Ideal for readers who take pride in their sense of patriotism and
possess a distrust of the mainstream media.

• Explores the nature of journalism, the present-day relevance of
propaganda, and the high cost of believing lies.

• Celebrates the hope and heroism of difficult truth.
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From the Ashes, Spring Will Rise 

On the run from the brutal Sage and his army of Legions and Cormorants, 
seventeen-year-old Cera Marlowe knows the only place strong enough to 
protect her is the Alliance Council Estate.

Cera’s introduction to the Estate is far from welcoming. As a Blight, her 
dueling powers of light and darkness make her a half-breed threat to the 
Alliance’s sacred powers. Cera’s ability to decipher hidden messages in 
classical artwork buys her shelter temporarily, but the clock is ticking as 
she’s faced with a daunting choice that could cost her everything.

About the Author 
Sandra Fernandez Rhoads is the author of Mortal Sight. She is a Cuban-
Colombian living in Dallas, Texas with her husband and four children. She 
has a deep love for the artist community, and is an active part of Art House 
Dallas and the Fort Worth Writer’s group. She holds an M.A. in English 
with a focus on John Milton and has an insatiable love for coffee, laughter, 
and adventure. And dinosaurs.

Marketing Highlights
• Conclusion of well-received debut duology, praised for its 

unique integration of John Milton's Paradise Lost into a 
thrilling YA fantasy.

• Book 1, Mortal Sight, won the Carol Award & The Christy 
Award for Young Adult.

• Author is well-connected to artist community in Dallas area.
• Comp titles: Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children, by 

Ransom Riggs (print media revealing other realm); A Blade so 
Black, by L.L. McKinney (classical story in modern setting); 
City of Bones (The Mortal Instruments), by Cassandra Clare 
(fantasy/historical characters); Poison Princess, by Kresley 
Cole (visions/hallucinations).

• Ideal for YA readers who enjoy contemporary fantasy with 
romantic elements, art history, and/or classic art and literature

• Uses fantasy genre to empower teens struggling with anxiety 
and identity crisis by highlighting the strength of embracing 
unique, individual identity within community.



Advance Praise for Realms of Light:

In Realms of Light, Sandra Fernandez Rhoads uses the best of fantasy fiction to cleverly blend in Paradise Lost 
as a backstory. The result is a fast-paced story driven by intimate portrayals of characters who display a realistic 
range of human strengths and faults, rich settings that draw in readers, and a vibrant plot that leads to a 
conclusion that surprises yet satisfyingly ties together narrative threads from the first volume of this duology, 
Mortal Sight.
—Angelica Duran, President of the Milton Society of America, and Professor of English, Comparative 
Literature, and Religious Studies at Purdue University

Realms of Light propels The Colliding Line duology to a breathless, dazzling conclusion. What Sandra 
Fernandez Rhoads began in Mortal Sight is expanded, enriched, and deepened in Realms. I loved it.
—Lindsay A. Franklin, award-winning author of The Story Peddler

***********************************

Praise for Mortal Sight (Book 1):

A unique blend of fantasy and literary elements.
—School Library Journal

An absorbing fantasy about a teenager's struggle to discover her destiny.
—Foreword Reviews

An unabashed piece of Milton fan fiction, Mortal Sight concerns a heroine who at critical moments finds 
prophetic guidance in verses of Paradise Lost. It’s compulsively readable, especially its fight scenes. I highly 
recommend it.
—Prof. John Rumrich, University of Texas-Austin

Delightfully spooky with characters you can care about.
—C.C. Hunter, New York Times bestselling author

Mortal Sight is a wonderful achievement. Beautiful writing is joined to a gripping concept. A delight from start 
to finish. Highly recommended.
—Thomas Locke, bestselling author of Emissary

With frequent references to Milton, Mortal Sight is a promising beginning to an intriguing series.
—Lorehaven Magazine

Absolutely riveting from start to finish! An ode to the arts wrapped in a fast-paced, friendship-fueled, YA 
urban fantasy adventure.
—Gillian Bronte Adams, author of The Songkeeper Chronicles

A hauntingly dark adventure. This is a story every creative personality—or every person who's ever craved a 
place to belong—can appreciate.
—Krissi Dallas, author of the Phantom Island series

Thrilling and deeply intriguing. Sandra Fernandez Rhoads weaves an engrossing story in her debut novel.
—Jamie Downer, author of Walking Through Spaces
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The island world of Meriel faces an old adversary and a 
new danger. Will the reformed Order die before it has a 
chance to blossom?

Storm clouds loom on the horizon as Carya and Brantley struggle to 
overcome wounds of the past and build a future together. The fragile new 
Order is on shaky ground, with too few dancers and sparse resources. Then 
trouble erupts—and now an insidious rebellion and a new foe threaten their 
entire world.

When she uncovers an old enemy behind all the destruction, Carya realizes the 
past is not done with her. With conflict tearing apart the dancers and villages, 
rimmers are soon overrun, and Carya must unite her people by leading the 
battle to protect the very heart of her world … or lose it all.

About the Author 
Award-winning author Sharon Hinck writes "stories for the hero in all of 
us"—stories about ordinary women on extraordinary faith journeys. Known 
for their authenticity, emotional range, and spiritual depth, her novels include 
the groundbreaking The Sword of Lyric fantasy series and the imaginative 
new The Dancing Realms series, which began with the Christy Award–
winning Hidden Current and was followed by Forsaken Island. Sharon’s 
writing has also been honored with three Carol Awards. For this latest series, 
she drew on her experience as a ballet teacher, dancer, and choreographer.

Marketing Highlights
• Book 1 in series, Hidden Current, recently won the 2020

Christy Award in Visionary category, creating a new surge of
anticipation for the conclusion of this acclaimed trilogy.

•

•

Author has a passionate fanbase in both contemporary fiction
and epic fantasy genres.
Contains imaginative storyworld fantasy elements such as
dancers who shape the direction of a floating world, pirates, and
a pregnant protagonist.

• Book wrestles with themes of greed, forgiveness, and making
peace with the past.

• Author has received glowing reviews from major publications
such as Publishers Weekly, Library Journal, Booklist, and  St.
Paul Pioneer Press

• Comp titles: Light of Eidon, by Karen Hancock; Prophet, by
R.J. Larson; The Story Raider, by Lindsay A. Franklin.



Acclaim for The Dancing Realms series: 

***2020 Christy Award, Visionary - Winner*** (Hidden Current)

Hinck’s creative imagery takes readers into a world with a unique view of what it means for something to be evil, and 
how evil takes hold of innocence… Recommended as an excellent YA crossover, appealing to fans of the Christian 
genre, fantasy, romance, and adventure.
—Library Journal

Hinck’s intertwining of Christian theology and fantasy renders a thought-provoking tale, and readers will be 
challenged to question their convictions. Recommended.
—School Library Journal

A story of morality and how the misuse of theology can affect an ecosystem.
—Booklist

Both fantastical and a commentary on blind faith, Sharon Hinck’s exquisite Hidden Current kick-starts a magical 
new series centered around the power of dance and staying true to yourself.
—Foreword Reviews

Sharon Hinck’s fantasy dances to the rhythm of our Creator’s heart… the story moves well to the rhythm of an 
organic and necessary theme: the ultimate purpose of creative gifts, in a world that’s guided not by human movers in 
a disordered Order, but by a divine and prime Mover.
—Lorehaven Magazine

Sharon Hinck previous reviews: 

Hinck, a 2008 Christy finalist for visionary fiction, offers an especially grounded tale of sudden trauma and slow 
healing…and is not afraid to show readers that challenges can deepen faith.
—Publishers Weekly, on Stepping Into Sunlight

Hinck's fantasies are punctuated with farce, just as Thurber's were, and several are extremely funny. Here's Mom lit, 
evangelical style, but ecumenical enough that soccer moms everywhere ought to recognize themselves.
—Booklist, on The Secret Life of Becky Miller

Hinck combines adventure with humor in this creative story. The reader is treated to impressive sword battles, an 
alien mind poison and surprises throughout the book.
—RT Book Reviews, on The Restorer



Beneath the Forsaken City (The Song of Seare, Book 2) 
Carla Laureano
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With a storm on the horizon, who will stand against the 
darkness?

Conor and Aine have barely escaped Seare with their lives. Conor knows he 
must return to find the harp that could end the Red Druid’s reign of terror, 
but he must first see Aine safely to her family home on the isle of Amanta. 
When an unnatural storm tears them apart, they find themselves in even 
more danger than that which they fled.

Because magic is not the only thing to fear in Aine's homeland, where the 
Sofarende invaders harry the coasts and shifting clan alliances make it 
impossible to know who to trust. Conor and Aine must cling to the whispers 
of Comdiu’s plans for them and their enduring love for one another, even 
when the future looks darkest.

But with betrayal at every turn, will they give into fear? Or will they learn to 
depend on Comdiu completely ... before all hope is lost?

About the Author 
Carla Laureano is the two-time RITA® Award-winning author of 
contemporary inspirational romance and Celtic fantasy. A graduate of 
Pepperdine University, she worked as a sales and marketing executive for 
nearly a decade before leaving corporate life behind to write fiction full-time. 
She currently lives in Denver with her husband and two sons, where she writes 
during the day and cooks things at night.

Marketing Highlights

• Author is known for her inspirational romance but launched
career with epic fantasy novels.

• Book touches on themes of self-esteem and identity.
• Author has won two RITA Awards for Romance with Religious

Elements (2014, 2019).
• Comp titles: The Paradise War by Stephen R. Lawhead; A Cast

of Stones by Patrick W. Carr; By Darkness Hid by Jill
Williamson.



Praise for Song of Seare series:

 The second installment of The Song of Seare series is just as good as the first. Conor and Aine’s 
struggles to hold on to hope makes them lovable characters who resonate with readers. The setting is 
unique and the plot moves quickly and is very engaging. Readers will be thirsty for the final book in 
the trilogy. This series is a must-read!
—RT Book Reviews

Carla Laureano has crafted a richly detailed dark-ages epic that will captivate fantasy lovers.
—R.J. Larson, author of Books of the Infinite

Oath of the Brotherhood is a beautifully crafted allegory about finding one’s gifts and purpose. Carla 
Laureano has contributed a simply enchanting page-turner to the fantasy genre. I was delighted to 
discover it and disappointed it ended so soon. The Song of Seare is a promising new fantasy series with 
a vast storyworld that hints at more wonder to come. I loved this book!
—Jill Williamson, Christy Award-winning author of By Darkness Hid and Captives 

Carla Laureano’s Oath of the Brotherhood is a wonderfully entertaining tale of magic and heroism, 
betrayal and triumph. With its Gaelic flavor and engaging characters, it will have you turning pages 
long after the real world tries to call you away. I particularly enjoyed the author’s deft handling of the 
main character’s romance. Nicely done! 
—Patrick W. Carr, author of The Staff and the Sword

Carla Laureano dips her quill in the fantasy genre with the deft skill of a master! Oath of the 
Brotherhood captivates and defies the norm, wrenching readers from the boredom of overdone plots. 
You’ll laugh, you’ll cheer, you’ll wish you could ward against the real world so you can read that next 
paragraph! With rich characters, killer plot twists, and an incredible storyworld, Oath of the Brotherhood 
will live in the hearts of its readers long after the last page is turned! 
—Ronie Kendig, best-selling, award-winning author

Rich with Celtic lore, battle, and competing magics, Oath of the Brotherhood is a heroic coming-of-age 
fantasy experience and an inspiring series opener.
—Serena Chase, author of the Eyes of E’veria YA fantasy series

The Laureano world seems genuine and the lead couple a brave wonderful duo… readers will appreciate 
Conor as a scholar warrior defending his faith and people, and Aine leading her nation in an insurgency 
against the evil who took over the kingdom.
—Midwest Book Review



Shadow (Heirs of Neverland, Book 2)
Kara Swanson
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Peter Pan has crash-landed back on Neverland. But this 
is not the island he remembers.

Desperate to rescue Claire and the fractured Lost Boys, Peter must unravel 
what truly tore his dreamland apart. But with each step, he is haunted by 
more of his own broken memories. Not even Pan himself is what he seems.

Claire Kenton is chained to a pirate ship, watching the wreckage of 
Neverland rocked by tempests. When she finally finds her brother, Connor is 
every bit as shattered as the island. Claire may have pixie dust flowing in her 
veins—but the light of Neverland is flickering dangerously close to going out 
forever.

To rescue Neverland from the inescapable shadow, the boy who never grew 
up and the girl who grew up too fast will have to sacrifice the only thing they 
have left: each other.

About the Author 
As the daughter of missionaries, Kara Swanson spent her childhood running 
barefoot through the lush jungles of Papua New Guinea. Able to relate with 
characters dropped into a unique new world, she quickly fell in love with the 
fantasy genre. The award-winning author of The Girl Who Could See, Kara is 
passionate about crafting stories of light shattering darkness, connecting with 
readers, and becoming best friends with a mermaid—though not necessarily 
in that order. Kara chats about coffee, fairy tales and bookish things online 
(@karaswansonauthor) and at karaswanson.com.

Marketing Highlights

• Swanson introduces a modern sensibility and maturity in this 
thoughtful revisiting... an intriguing experience.
—Publishers Weekly praise of Dust

• Book 1, Dust, won the 2021 Realm Awards for Fantasy, Readers 
Choice, and was a 2021 Christy Award Finalist for Young Adult.

• NYT best-selling author Tosca Lee calls the author "a vibrant, 
mesmerizing storyteller and original voice in young adult fiction."

•  Comp titles: Unhinged by A.G. Howard (Alice in Wonderland); 
Dorothy Must Die by Danielle Paige (Wizard of Oz); Unhooked by 
Lisa Maxwell and Tiger Lily by Jodi Llyn Anderson (Peter Pan); 
Cinder by Marissa Meyer (Cinderella); The Evaporation of Sofi 
Snow by Mary Weber (sibling search)

• Perfect for teens and young adults (18-35) that enjoy unique twists 
on classic fairy tales.

• Focuses on a message to seek your value in your self-worth, as well 
as themes of overcoming fear and depression, dealing with grief and 
loss, and light piercing through darkness



Heirs of Neverland Series Reviews & Endorsements: 

Swanson introduces a modern sensibility and maturity in this thoughtful revisiting... an intriguing experience. 
—Publishers Weekly

Delightfully twisted... a charming and engaging read.
—Lorehaven magazine

A vibrant, mesmerizing storyteller and original voice in young adult fiction.
—Tosca Lee, New York Times best-selling author

Kara Swanson has poured her whole heart into Shadow, and it shows. Darker and more emotional than its 
predecessor, Shadow will be a satisfying, bittersweet finale for fans of Dust."
—Lindsay A. Franklin, award-winning author of The Story Peddler

This gripping, high-stakes battle for the heart of Neverland kept me holding my breath till the end. Shadow 
takes Peter, Claire and their friends to some very dark places, but never underestimates the power of love and 
light. A truly fitting, satisfying conclusion to the story!
—RJ Anderson award-winning author of Knife, Rebel & Arrow

Dust sparkles with hope, magic, and a little bit of pixie dust. If you loved Peter Pan as a child, you’ll devour every 
gorgeous page of this romantic adventure! I can’t wait to see what happens next!
—Lorie Langdon, award-winning author of Olivia Twist and the Doon series

A whimsical imagining of the dark side of Neverland. Dust takes readers beyond the fairytale and, if possible, 
brings even more enchantment to the already beloved story
—Nadine Brandes, award-winning author of A Time to Die, Fawkes, and Romanov

Kara Swanson’s Dust will send you soaring above the bounds of this tired world to a Neverland you’ve never 
seen before and won’t ever forget.
—Wayne Thomas Batson, best-selling author of The Door Within Trilogy

Dust is pure magic! Fans of Peter Pan will be delighted to fly off on this journey sprinkled with faith, trust, and 
pixie dust! Kara Swanson is an author to watch. Her tale is a fantastical spin on a beloved classic.
—Sara Ella, award-winning author of The Unblemished Trilogy and Coral

Dust is a soaring adventure that taps into the darker themes of J.M. Barrie's original tale while still giving the 
reader an entirely new and magical journey. If you loved Peter, this book is for you.
—Shannon Dittemore, author of Winter, White and Wicked 

With vivid descriptions, conflicted characters, and spirited pacing, Dust has it all. Swanson’s captivating sense of 
wonder makes this novel an immersive journey into a land you’ve visited in your dreams—and sometimes your 
nightmares.
—Christopher Hopper, best-selling author of Ruins of the Galaxy

.
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What’s lurking in the Mist is the least of their worries…

In a world where humanity lives in the sky to escape a deadly mist below, 
Cass’s only goal is survival. That is, until she finds a job on the airship 
Daedalus as a diver. Now she explores ruined cities, looking for treasure and 
people’s lost heirlooms until a young man hires her to find the impossible: a 
way to eradicate the Mist.

Theodore Winchester is a member of one of the Five Families that rule the 
skies. Following in his father’s footsteps, he searches for the source of the 
Mist and hopes to stop the purges used to control overpopulation. But what 
he finds are horrifying secrets and lethal ambition. If he continues his quest, 
it could mean his own death.

The Mist is rising and soon the world will be enveloped in its deadly 
embrace, turning what's left of humanity into the undead.

About the Author

Morgan L. Busse is a writer by day and a mother by night. She is the author of 
the Follower of the Word series, The Soul Chronicles, and The Ravenwood 
Saga. She is a three-time Christy Award finalist and winner of both the 
INSPY and the Carol Award for best in Christian speculative fiction. During 
her spare time she enjoys playing games, taking long walks, and dreaming 
about her next novel. Visit her online at www.morganlbusse.com. 

Marketing Highlights
• Similar titles include Helldivers by Nicholas Sansbury Smith and To

Best the Boys by Mary Weber
• Author is winner of the Selah, INSPY Reader’s Choice, and Carol

Award and a Christy Award Finalist.
• Perfect for teens and young adults (18-35) that enjoy steampunk

fantasy, zombies, and dystopian worlds.
• Focuses on a message of finding where you belong, as well as themes

of dealing with grief and loss.
• Strong female main character proving herself in a man's world.
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Where do you find safety when your world is falling 
apart?

Apprentice Flick thought the Elite Academy was the answer to all her 
problems. But the revelation of her past turned everything upside down. 
Now, she is caught between two worlds set on a collision course.

Will she embrace the chaotic memories that flood her every waking 
moment? Or will she run to the security of her Elite training?

Discovering her parents’ identities takes her to a secret underground bunker 
where she finds new friends, opportunities, and maybe even love. But Flick 
must decide where her allegiances lie soon, or the Triumph of Love festival 
might bring about her demise.

About the Author 
A Scottish-born Australian author, Kristen Young has worked in children’s 
and youth ministry for decades. She writes fiction and non-fiction for teens, 
and always has a notebook on hand to capture stray story ideas. In her spare 
time she loves hanging out with her family, watching movies with subtitles, 
and enjoying a little too much chocolate. 

Marketing Highlights

• YA sci-fi thriller set in a futuristic world that is technologically
advanced, sterile, and tightly controlled.

• Second book in a trilogy from an up-and-coming Australian
author, who has received the 2017 Omega Caleb award for best
unpublished manuscript, and has twice been a semifinalist for the
ACFW Genesis award.

• Comp titles: Ready Player One by Ernest Cline; Brave New
World by Aldous Huxley; The Hunger Games by Suzanne
Collins; Warcross by Marie Lu.

• Ideal for HS/college students who face the pressure of
conformity, enjoy dystopian YA novels and/or have an interest
in religion.

• Explores what it means to truly "love" others and encourages
readers to examine the claims of popular messaging.

• Features relatable YA themes of friendship, loyalty, and lies.
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The fate of the Dragon Lands are at play 

The knights of the Lightraider Order disappeared nearly two generations 
past. Now, the Keledan have withdrawn behind their barriers, and the 
Dragon Lands of bordering Tanelethar are overrun with dark oppression. 
The people are living in disobedience to the Rescuer who freed them long 
ago. 

A shepherd boy, Connor Enarian, and four young initiates rekindle the fires 
of the Lightraider Order in the hope of striking out across the mountains 
into Tanelethar to destroy a portal and stop an impending invasion. 

Once in the Dragon Lands, Connor learns that the key to success lies with a 
missing Lightraider spy and his lifelong companion, a talking silver wolf. 
Can Connor and his friends find the spy before the portal grows too large to 
destroy? Or will a local young woman—or Connor’s own family history— 
betray them? 

The dangers and secrets of Tanelethar test both trust and loyalty, and to 
save his homeland, Connor may have to sacrifice his innermost dreams. 

About the Author 
Former stealth pilot James R. Hannibal is no stranger to secrets and 
adventure. He has been shot at, locked up by surface to air missiles, has 
hunted insurgents with drones, and was once chased by an armed terrorist 
down a winding German road. James is the Carol Award winning author of 
the Clandestine Service series and a three-time winner of the Silver 
Falchion Award for Juvenile Fiction for his Section 13 series. 

Marketing Highlights 

• Highly-anticipated beginning of a YA fantasy trilogy featuring
the Lightraider Academy, a maze fortress that sits high on the
slopes of a mountain range.

• U.S. author has large fanbase, with over eight books written.
• Comp titles: Mistborn: The Final Empire by Brandon

Sanderson; The Dragonlance Novels: A Rumor of Dragons by
Margaret Weis & Tracy Hickman

• Ideal for teenagers who are gamers and enjoy Star Wars
Battlefront and similar concepts.

• Uses context of fantasy genre to address themes of loyalty,
discipline, and perseverance.

• Celebrates self-sacrifice, and servant leadership to act in the
interest of others.

• The story goes alongside a board game originally known as
DragonRaid.
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The Consortium is All. But Recorder Can No 
Longer Obey.

Recorder has no family, no friends, and no name. Donated to the 
Consortium before birth, her sole purpose is to maintain and verify the 
records. A neural implant and drone ensure compliance, punishing for 
displays of bias.

Suddenly cut off from controlling technology, Recorder tastes what it 
means to be human. But if the Consortium discovers her feelings, everyone 
she knows will be in danger.

With no name, no resources, and only an infinitesimal possibility of escape, 
Recorder's time is running out.

About the Author 
Cathy McCrumb graduated from Biola University with a degree in 
English Literature and a love for stories. She and her husband, whom she 
met while writing letters to soldiers, have five children and currently live 
within the shadow of the Rocky Mountains. While writing is one of her 
favorite things to do, she also enjoys reading, long hikes and long naps, 
gluten-free brownies and raspberries, and crocheting while watching 
science fiction movies with friends and family. 

Marketing Highlights
•
•

Author's debut novel - beginning of a science fiction trilogy.
Author is a freelance editor, and her short fiction has been
published in ezines, magazines, and several anthologies.

• Comp titles: The Line Between by Tosca Lee; Cold Welcome and
Speed of Dark by Elizabeth Moon.

• Appeals to readers who struggle to fit in or feel different.
• Ideal for readers 20+ who enjoy suspense, action, and science

fiction/fantasy.
• Addresses themes of self worth, seeing the humanity and value in

others, and that love is a choice that sometimes requires sacrifice.
• Celebrates the small everyday graces in life.
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She rides a fireborn, a steed of fire and ash, trained for 
destruction.

Ceridwen tal Desmond dreams of ruling like her father over the nation of 
Soldonia, where warriors ride to battle on magical steeds—soaring on 
storm winds, vanishing in shadow, quaking the earth, and summoning the 
sea. After a tragic accident claims her twin brother, she is exiled and 
sworn to atonement by spending her life—or death—for her people.

But when invaders spill onto Soldonia’s shores and traitors seize upon the 
chaos to murder her father, Ceridwen claims the crown to keep the nation 
from splintering. Combatting overwhelming odds and looming civil war, 
she begins to wonder if the greatest threat to the kingdom may, in fact, be 
her.

With fire before her and ash in her wake, how can she hope to unite 
instead of destroy?

About the Author
Gillian Bronte Adams is a sword-wielding, horse-riding, wander-
loving fantasy author, rarely found without a coffee in hand and 
rumored to pack books before clothes when she hits the road. Working 
in youth ministry left her with a passion for journeying alongside 
children and teens. (It also enhanced her love of coffee.) Now, she 
writes novels that follow outcast characters down broken roads, through 
epic battles, and onward to adventure. And at the end of a long day of 
typing, she can be found saddling her wild thing and riding off into the 
sunset, seeking adventures of her own. She loves to connect with 
readers online at www.gillianbronteadams.com.

Marketing Highlights

•

•

Highly-anticipated new series from author Gillian Bronte
Adams - previous trilogy The SongKeeper Chronicles created
a large U.S. fanbase.
Author has spent many years as Head Wrangler on a ranch
which provides Equine Therapy for youth.

• Comp titles: The Scorpio Races by Maggie Stiefvater (magical
water horses); Blood Metal Bone by Lindsay Cummings (soul
bond existing between horse and rider); and The Last Namsara
by Kristen Ciccarrelli.

• Ideal for teenagers who love intense stories, animals, traveling,
being outdoors, and long for adventure. Those who dreamed of
being Eowyn from Lord of the Rings or loved Gladiator.

• Uses context of fantasy genre to address themes of self worth,
identity, and purpose.

• Emboldens the reader to live with courage and intentionality in
their own lives.




